Abstract Most multimedia surveillance and monitoring systems nowadays utilize multiple types of sensors to detect events of interest as and when they occur in the environment. However, due to the asynchrony among and diversity of sensors, information assimilation -how to combine the information obtained from asynchronous and multifarious sources is an important and challenging research problem. In this paper, we propose a framework for information assimilation that addresses the issues -"when", "what" and "how" to assimilate the information obtained from different media sources in order to detect events in multimedia surveillance systems. The proposed framework adopts a hierarchical probabilistic assimilation approach to detect atomic and compound events. To detect an event, our framework uses not only the media streams available at the current instant but it also utilizes their two important properties -first, accumulated past history of whether they have been providing concurring or contradictory evidences, and -second, the system designer's confidence in them. The experimental results show the utility of the proposed framework.
Introduction
In recent times, it is being increasingly accepted that most surveillance and monitoring tasks can be better performed by using multiple types of sensors as compared to using only a single type. Therefore, most surveillance systems nowadays utilize multiple types of sensors like microphones, motion detectors and RFIDs, etc. in addition to the video cameras. However, different sensors usually provide the sensed data in different formats and at different rates. For example, a video may be captured at a frame rate which could be different from the rate at which audio samples are obtained, or even two video sources can have different frames rates. Moreover, the processing time of different types of data is also different. Due to the asynchrony and diversity among streams, the assimilation of information in order to accomplish an analysis task is a challenging research problem. Information assimilation refers to a process of combining the sensory and non-sensory information obtained from asynchronous multifarious sources using the context and past experience.
Event detection is one of the fundamental analysis tasks in multimedia surveillance and monitoring systems. In this paper, we propose an information assimilation framework for event detection in multimedia surveillance and monitoring systems.
Events are usually not impulse phenomena in real world, but they occur over an interval of time. Based on different granularity levels in time, location, number of objects and their activities, an event can be a "compound event" or simply an "atomic event". We define the compound and atomic events as follows:
Definition 1 Event is a physical reality that consists of one or more living or non-living real world objects (who)
having one or more attributes (of type) being involved in one or more activities (what) at a location (where) over a period of time (when).
Definition 2 Atomic event is an event in which exactly one object having one or more attributes is involved in exactly one activity.

Definition 3 Compound event is the composition of two or more different atomic events.
A compound event, e.g. "a person is running and shouting in the corridor" can be decomposed into its constituent atomic events -"a person is running in the corridor" and "a person is shouting in the corridor". The atomic events in a compound event can occur simultaneously, as in the example given above; or they may also occur one after another, e.g. the compound event "a person walked through the corridor, stood near the meeting room, and then ran to the other side of the corridor" consists of three atomic events "a person walked through the corridor" followed by "person stood near the meeting room", and then followed by "person ran to the other side of the corridor".
The different atomic events, to be detected, may require different types of sensors. For example, a "walking" and "running" event can be detected based on video and audio streams, a "standing" event can be detected using video but not by using audio streams, and "shouting" event can be better detected using the audio streams. The different atomic events require different minimum time periods over which they can be confirmed. This minimum time period for different atomic events depends upon the time in which the amount of data sufficient to reliably detect an event can be obtained and processed. Even the same atomic event can be confirmed in different time periods using different data streams. For example, minimum video data required to detect a walking event could be of two seconds; however, the same event can be detected based on audio data of 1 s.
The media streams in a multimedia system are often correlated. We assume that the system designer has a confidence level in the decision obtained based on each of the media streams; and there is a cost of obtaining these decisions which usually includes the cost of sensor, its installation and maintenance cost, the cost of energy to operate it, and the processing cost of the stream. We also assume that each stream in a multimedia system partially helps in accomplishing the analysis task (e.g. event detection). The various research issues in the assimilation of information in such systems are as follows:
1. When to assimilate? Events occur over a timeline [8] .
Timeline refers to a measurable span of time with information denoted at designated points. Timelinebased event detection in multimedia surveillance systems requires identification of the designated points along a timeline at which assimilation of information should take place. Identification of these designated points is challenging because of asynchrony and diversity among streams and also because of the fact that different events have different granularity levels in time. 2. What to assimilate? The fact that, at any instant all of the employed media streams do not necessarily contribute towards accomplishing the analysis task brings up the issue of finding the most informative subset of streams. From the available set of streams,
• What is the optimal number of streams required to detect an event under the specified constraints? • Which subset of the streams is the optimal one? • In case the most suitable subset is unavailable, can one use alternate streams without much loss of cost-effectiveness and confidence? • How frequently should this optimal subset be computed so that the overall cost of the system is minimized? 3. How to assimilate? In combining of different data sources, • How to utilize the correlation among streams?
• How to integrate the contextual information (such as environment information) and the past experience?
The framework for information assimilation, which we propose, essentially addresses the above-mentioned issues. Note that, the solution to the issue (2) has been described with detailed results and analysis in our other works [2] . In this paper, we focus on issues (1) and (3) and present our framework for information assimilation with detailed analysis and results 1 .
The proposed framework for information assimilation has the following distinct characteristics:
• The detection of events based on individual streams are usually not accomplished with certainty. To obtain a binary decision, early thresholding of uncertain information about an event may lead to error. For example, let an event detector find the probabilities of the occurrence of an event based on three media streams M 1 , M 2 and M 3 , to be 0.60, 0.62 and 0.70, respectively. If the threshold is 0.65, then these probabilistic decisions are converted into binary decisions 0, 0 and 1, respectively; which implies that the event is found occurring based on stream M 3 but is found non-occurring based on stream M 1 and M 2 . Since two decisions are in favour of nonoccurrence of event compared to the one decision in favour of occurrence of the event, by adopting a simple voting strategy, the overall decision would be that the event did not occur. It is important to note that early thresholding can introduce errors in the overall decision. In contrast to early thresholding, the proposed framework advocates late thresholding by first assimilating the probabilistic decisions that are obtained based on individual streams, and then by thresholding the overall probability (which is usually more than the individual probabilities, e.g. 0.85 in this case) of occurrence of event based on all the streams, which is less erroneous.
• The sensors capturing the same environment usually provide concurring or contradictory evidences about what is happening in the environment. The proposed framework utilizes this agreement/disagreement information among the media streams to strengthen the overall decision about the events happening in the environment. For example, if two sensors have been providing concurring evidences in the past, it makes sense to give more weight to their current combined evidence compared to the case if they provided contradictory evidences in the past [17] . The agreement/disagreement information (we call it as "agreement coefficient") among media streams is computed based on how they have been agreeing or disagreeing in their decisions in the past. We also propose a method for fusing the agreement coefficients among the media streams.
• The designer of a multimedia analysis system can have different confidence levels in different media streams for accomplishing different tasks. The proposed framework utilizes the confidence information by assigning a higher weight to the media stream which has a higher confidence level. The confidence in each stream is computed based on how accurate it has been in the past. Integrating confidence information in the assimilation process also requires the computation of the overall confidence in a group of streams, a method for which is also proposed.
• Information assimilation is different from information fusion in that the former brings the notion of integrating context and the past experience in the fusion process. The context is an accessory information that helps in the correct interpretation of the observed data. We use the geometry of the monitored space along with the location, orientation and coverage area of the employed sensors as the spatial contextual information. We integrate the past experience by modelling the agreement/disagreement information among the media streams based on the accumulated past history of their agreement or disagreement.
Our contributions in this paper are as follows. We have identified various research issues which are important and challenging in assimilating the information for event detection in multimedia surveillance systems, and proposed a framework that adopts a hierarchical probabilistic approach to address these issues. The proposed framework has introduced the notion of compound and atomic events that helps in describing events over a timeline. Our probabilistic framework has not only utilized the agreement/disagreement information among the media streams, but it has also integrates their confidence information in the assimilation process, which helps in improving the overall accuracy (ACC) of event detection. We have formulated the computation and fusion of the agreement coefficients among the streams and have also proposed a method for confidence fusion.
Rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss the related work. We present our framework in Sect. 3. The experimental results are reported in Sect. 4. Finally, we conclude the paper with a discussion on future work in Sect. 5.
Related work
Researchers have used early fusion as well as late fusion strategies in solving diverse problems. For example, feature-level (early) fusion of video and audio has been proposed for the problems-speech processing [10] and recognition [14] , tracking [7] , and monologue detection [15] by using the mutual information among the video and audio features under the assumption that audio and video signals are individually and jointly Gaussian random variables. On the other hand, late fusion strategies have also been used in sensor fusion applications [6, 11, 16] . In late fusion strategy, a global decision is made by fusing the local decisions obtained from each data source. Rao and Whyte [16] presented a sensor fusion algorithm for identification of tracked targets in a decentralized environment. Chair and Varshney [6] established an optimal fusion rule with the assumption that each local sensor made a predetermined decision and each observation was independent. Kam et al. [11] generalize their solution for fusing the correlated local decisions.
Similar to Wu et al. [19] , we employ early (feature level) assimilation as well as late (decision level) assimilation strategy. Since each media stream provides various features (such as blob's location and area in case of a video stream), their assimilation is performed locally for each media stream to obtain a local decision. Once all the local decisions are available, a global decision is derived by assimilating the local decisions incorporating their agreement and confidence information. The late assimilation strategy has an advantage over early assimilation in that the former offers scalability (i.e. graceful upgradation or degradation) in terms of media streams used in the assimilation process [2] . Note that, in late assimilation, we consider the media streams to be "decision-wise correlated". The decision-wise correlation refers to how the decisions obtained based on different media streams co-vary with each other.
Our work is different from the works cited above in following aspects. We explicitly compute and utilize the correlation information (we call it the "agreement coefficient") among the streams. Agreement coefficient among streams is computed based on how concurring or contradictory evidences they provide. Intuitively, higher the agreement among the streams, more would be the confidence in the global decision, and vice versa [17] . The various forms of correlation coefficients that have been used for diverse applications are based on content-wise dependency between the sources, hence are not suitable in our case. Pearson's correlation coefficient, Lin's concordance correlation coefficient [12] and Kappa coefficient [5] cannot be used in our case since they are evaluated to zero when the covariance among the observations is zero. Therefore, the proposed framework models the agreement coefficient and its evolution based on the accumulated past history of how agreeing or disagreeing the media streams have been in their decisions.
Also, the past works in multimodal fusion literature do not consider the notion of having confidences in the different modalities. We incorporate the stream's confidence information. Recently, Siegel and Wu [17] has also pointed out the importance of considering the confidence in sensor fusion. The authors have used the Dempster-Shafer (D-S) 'theory of evidence' to fuse the confidences. In contrast, we propose a model for confidence fusion by using a Bayesian formulation because it is both simple and computationally efficient [16] .
Proposed framework
Overview
The proposed information assimilation framework adopts a hierarchical probabilistic approach in order to detect an event in a surveillance and monitoring environment, and performs assimilation of information at three different hierarchical levels -media-stream level, atomic-event level and the compound-event level. The work flow of the framework is depicted in Fig. 1 . Let a surveillance and monitoring system consists of n heterogeneous sensors that capture data from the environment. We employ n Media Stream Processors (MSP 1 -MSP n ), where each MSP i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a set of media processing tools that extracts features from the media stream M i ; e.g. a blob detector extracts blobs from a video stream. The features extracted from each media stream are stored in their respective databases.
Let the system detect N a number of atomic events. The total number of sets containing two or more atomic events in which the atomic events can occur together can be given by
r . Any kth compound event E k can be expressed as E k = e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e r , where 2 ≤ r ≤ N a , 1 ≤ k ≤ N c , N c being the number of compound events which can be detected by using the system. The total number N E of events (atomic events as well as compound events) can be given by N E = N a + N c .
A compound event E k , which comprises of two or more atomic events occurring together, is detected hierarchically in a bottom-up manner. First, atomic events e j , 1 ≤ j ≤ r are detected using the relevant media streams, and then these decisions are assimilated hierarchically to obtain an overall decision for the compound event E k , as described in the subsequent subsections.
From the total number N a of atomic events that the system can detect, the proposed framework identifies:
• The atomic events (e.g. person's standing/walking/ running and person's talking/shouting) that cannot occur simultaneously.
• The atomic events (e.g. person's walking) that can occur individually as well as can occur together with some other atomic event (e.g. with person's shouting).
• The atomic events (such as person's shouting) that cannot occur individually and must occur together with some other atomic event (such as with person's standing/walking/running). To further illustrate it, we provide the following example.
Example 1 Let us consider a surveillance system that uses two types of sensors -video and audio with the goal of detecting N a = 6 atomic events, namely -person's "standing", "walking", "running", "talking", "shouting" and "door knocking". In this case, as shown in Table 1 , there could be N c = 9 compound events in which any r ≥ 2 atomic event(s) could occur. In total, there could be N E = 12 events. Next, we also identify the types of data sources which can be used to detect each of the atomic events. For instance, the atomic events shown in Example 1, can be detected as follows -standing (V), walking (AV), running (AV), talking (A), shouting (A), door knocking (A); where (A), (V) and (AV) denote audio, video and audio-video streams, respectively.
Timeline-based event detection
As discussed earlier, the events occur over a timeline. There are various issues related to timeline-based event detection such as:
• To mark the start and end of an event over a timeline, there is a need to obtain and process the data streams at certain time intervals. This time interval, which is basically the minimum amount of time to confirm an event, could be different for different atomic/compound events when detected using different data streams. Determining the minimum time period (say t w ) to confirm different events is a research issue which is out of scope of this paper and will be explored in the future work. In this paper, we assume this minimum time period t w to be the same for all the atomic/compound events.
• Determining the minimum time period t w for a specific atomic event is also critical. Ideally, t w should be just large enough to capture the data to confirm an event, since a small value of t w allows to detect the events at a finer granularity in time. We learn the suitable value of t w through experiments. • Since the information from different sources become available at different time instances, when should it be assimilated is another research issue. There could several strategies to resolve this issue. We assimilate the information at fixed time intervals t w . This time interval is determined by choosing the maximum of all the minimum time periods in which various atomic events can be confirmed. Although this strategy may not be the best, but is computationally less expensive. Again, exploring other strategies is an issue which will be considered in the future.
Hierarchical probabilistic assimilation
The proposed framework adopts a hierarchical probabilistic assimilation approach and performs assimilation of information obtained from diverse data sources at three different levels: media-stream level, atomic-and compound-event levels. The details are as follows.
Media-stream level assimilation
The Event Detectors (ED ji , 1 ≤ j ≤ r and 1 ≤ i ≤ n) are employed to independently detect each atomic event e j based on the respective features obtained from media streams M i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. At media-stream level, all the available features from a media stream are combined. The event detectors make the decision about an atomic event based on the combined features. Whenever required, they also utilize the environment information such as the geometry of the monitored space, location, orientation and the coverage space etc of sensors. The event detectors provide their decisions in probabilities p j,i , 1 ≤ j ≤ r and 1 ≤ i ≤ n (Fig. 1 ). The p j,i implies probability of the occurrence of atomic event e j based on media stream M i .
Atomic-event level assimilation
At the next level, since the decisions about an atomic event e j , that are obtained based on all the relevant media streams, may be similar or contradictory; these decisions are assimilated using a Bayesian approach incorporating streams' agreement/disagreement and confidence information. For the atomic events e j , 1 ≤ j ≤ r, we follow the steps:
1. At any particular instant, we group all the streams into two subsets S 1 and S 2 . S 1 and S 2 contain the streams based on which the event detectors provide decision in favor and against the occurrence of the atomic event, respectively. 2. Using the streams in the two subsets S 1 and S 2 , we compute overall probabilities P(e j |S 1 ) and P(ē j |S 2 ) of occurrence and non-occurrence of the atomic event e j , respectively. The overall probabilities are computed using a Bayesian assimilation approach which will be described shortly. 3. If P(e j |S 1 ) ≥ P(ē j |S 2 ), it is concluded that the atomic event e j has occurred with a probability P e j = P(e j |S 1 ), else it did not occur with a probability P e j = P(ē j |S 2 ).
We assume the media streams to be "content-wise" independent. This assumption is reasonable since media streams may be of different types, and may have different data formats and representations. However, since the decision about the same atomic event is obtained based on all the streams, we can assume them to be "decision-wise" correlated.
We describe in the following paragraphs how the assimilation of decision-wise correlated media streams takes place, and also how the agreement coefficient and confidence information about them are modelled.
Assimilation of correlated media streams
Let a surveillance and monitoring system utilize a set M n = {M 1 , M 2 , . . . , M n } of n media streams. The system outputs local decisions P(e j |M i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ r, about an atomic event e j . Along a timeline, as these probabilistic decisions are available, we iteratively integrate all the media streams using a Bayesian approach. The proposed approach allows for incremental and iterative addition of new stream. Let P(e j t |M i−1 t ) denote probability of the occurrence of atomic event e j at time t based on media streams M 1 , M 2 , . . . , M i−1 . The updated probability P(e j t |M i t ) (i.e. the overall probability after assimilating the new stream M i,t at time instant t) can be iteratively computed as given below:
where α i is a normalization factor. Equation (1) shows the assimilation using the Bayesian approach under the assumption that all the media streams have equal confidence levels and zero agreement coefficient. In what follows, we relax this assumption and integrate the agreement/disagreement and confidence information of media streams in their assimilation.
The confidence in each media stream is computed by experimentally determining its ACC. To integrate the confidence into assimilation process, we use the consensus theory. Consensus theory provides a notion of combining the single probability distributions based on their weights [4] . In our case, we essentially do the same by assigning weights to different media streams based on their confidence information. If we have more confidence in a media stream, a higher weight is given to it. Several consensus rules have been proposed; however, the most commonly used consensus rules arelinear opinion pool (LOP) and logarithmic opinion pool (LOGP). In linear opinion pool, non-negative weights are associated with the sources to quantitatively express the "goodness" of each source. The rule is formulated as:
n i=1 w i = 1. We use the LOGP since it satisfies the assumption of conditional (content-wise) independence among media streams which is essential to assimilation. The rule is described as [9] 
or
where p i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are the individual probabilistic decisions and n i=1 w i = 1. We normalize it over the two aspects of an event -the occurrence and non-occurrence of event. The formulation is shown as
We use this formulation to develop the assimilation model which will be described shortly. The agreement coefficient between two media streams is used as a scaling factor for the overall probability of occurrence of an event. The idea is that higher the agreement coefficient between the two media streams, the higher would be the overall probability. We use this notion in the proposed assimilation model.
The assimilation model that combines the probabilistic decisions based on two sources M i−1 (i.e. a group of i − 1 streams) and M i (i.e. an individual ith stream) is given as follows:
where P i = P(e j t |M i t ) and P i−1 = P(e j t |M i−1 t ) are the probabilities of occurrence of atomic event e j using M i and M i−1 , respectively, at time instant t. p i = P(e j t |M i,t ) is probability of the occurrence of atomic event e j based on only ith stream at time instant t. Similarly, F i−1 and f i (such that F i−1 +f i = 1) are the confidence in M i−1 and M i , respectively. The computation of confidence for a group of media streams will be described shortly. The γ i ∈ [−1, 1] is the agreement coefficient between two sources M i−1 and M i . The limits −1 and 1 represent full disagreement and full agreement, respectively, between the two sources. The modelling of γ i is described in subsequent paragraphs.
Modelling of the agreement coefficient
The correlation among the media streams refers to the measure of their agreement or disagreement with each other. We call this measure of agreement to be the "Agreement Coefficient" among the streams. Let the measure of agreement among the media streams at time t be represented by a set (t) which is expressed as
where the term −1 ≤ γ ik (t) ≤ 1 is the agreement coefficient between the media streams M i and M k at time instant t. The agreement coefficient γ ik (t) between the media streams M i and M k at time instant t is computed by iteratively averaging the past agreement coefficients with the current observation. The γ ik (t) is precisely computed as
where p i (t) = P(e j t |M i ) and p k (t) = P(e j t |M k ) are the individual probabilities of occurrence of atomic event e j based on media streams M i and M k , respectively, at time t ≥ 1; and γ ij (0) = 1−2×abs(p i (0)−p k (0)). These probabilities represent decisions about the atomic events. Exactly same probabilities would imply full agreement (γ ik = 1), whereas totally dissimilar probabilities would mean that the two streams fully contradict each other (γ ik = −1). Note that any three media streams, in agreeing/disagreeing with each other, do follow the commutativity rule.
The agreement coefficient between two sources
and M i is modelled as
where γ si for 1 ≤ s ≤ i − 1, 1 < i ≤ n is the agreement coefficients between the sth and ith media streams. The agreement fusion model given in (8) is based on averagelink clustering. In average-link clustering, we consider the distance between one cluster and another cluster to be equal to the average distance from any member of one cluster to any member of the other cluster. In our case, a group M i−1 of i − 1 media streams is one cluster and we find the average distance of new i th media stream with this cluster. The fused agreement coefficient γ i is used for combining M i with M i−1 as described earlier in (5).
Confidence fusion
In the context of streams, the confidence in a stream is related to its ACC. The higher the ACC of a stream, higher the confidence we would have in it. We compute the ACC of a stream by determining how many times an event is correctly detected based on it out of the total number of tries. Note that, in our case, the ACC of a stream includes the measurement ACC of the sensor as well as the ACC of the algorithm used for processing the stream.
The confidence fusion refers to the process of finding the overall confidence in a group of media streams where the individual media streams have their own confidence level. If the two streams M i and M k have their confidence levels f i and f k , respectively; what would our confidence be in a group which contains both the streams? The intuitive answer to this question would be that our overall confidence should increase as the number of streams increases. Considering the confidence values as the probabilities, we propose a Bayesian method to fuse the confidence levels in individual streams. The overall confidence f ik in a group of two media streams M i and M k is computed as follows:
In the above formulation, we make two assumptions. First, we assume that the system designer's confidence level in each of the media streams is more than 0.5. This assumption is reasonable since there is no use of employing a sensor which is found to be inaccurate more than half of the time. Second, although the media streams are correlated in their decisions; we assume that they are mutually independent in terms of their confidence levels.
For n number of media streams, the overall confidence is iteratively computed. Let F i−1 be the overall confidence in a group of i − 1 streams. By fusing the confidence f i of ith stream with F i−1 , the overall confidence F i in a group of i streams is computed as
Compound-event level assimilation
At the compound-event level, the overall probability p E k of the occurrence of compound event E k is estimated by assimilating the probabilistic decisions p e j , 1 ≤ j ≤ r about the r atomic events by using the following assimilation model:
If p E k is found greater than the threshold Th, the system decides in favour of the occurrence of compound event E k , else it decides against it. Since the atomic events are independent, the agreement coefficients among them are considered as zero, and hence is not integrated into (11) . For example, atomic events e 1 = "a person is walking in the corridor" and e 2 = "a person is shouting in the corridor" are essentially independent since a person's walking is completely independent of the person's shouting. The confidence information is also not integrated into this assimilation model because the confidence is usually associated with media streams and not with the atomic events.
Experimental results
To demonstrate the utility of our proposed framework, we present experimental results in a surveillance and monitoring scenario. The surveillance environment is the corridor of our school building and the system goal is to detect events that are described in Example 1 (Sect. 3.1), i.e. human's running, walking, standing, talking, shouting and door knocking in the corridor. The environment layout is shown in Fig. 2 . We use two video sensors (cameras M 1 and M 2 ) to record the video from the two opposite sides of corridor, and two audio sensors (microphones M 3 and M 4 ) to capture the ambient sound. A snapshot of the multimedia surveillance system which we have developed is shown in Fig. 3 . The system is implemented using Visual C++ on MSWindows platform. The MS-Access is used a database to store the features and the events.
Data set
For our experiments, we have used data of more than 12 h which has been recorded using the system consisting of two video cameras (Canon VC-C50i) and two USB microphones in the corridor of our school building. Over the period of more than 12 h, a total of 92 events occurred over for a period of 1,268 s. The details of various events and their time durations are given in Table 2 . The graduate students from our lab volunteered to perform these activities. 
Performance evaluation
The evaluation of proposed framework is performed based on two tasks -event detection and event classification. The evaluation of event detection task is characterized by two metrics -False Rejection Rate (FRR) and False Acceptance Rate (FAR). FRR is the ratio of number of events not detected to the total number of events, and FAR is the ratio of number of non-events detected to the total number of non-events. An event here refers to the observation made over a t w period of time (Refer to Sect. 3.2). The event classification task is evaluated based on the ACC in classification. The metric ACC is defined as Fig. 4 Determining the optimal value of t w the ratio of number of events correctly classified to the total number of events that are detected to be the valid events. Again, an event refers to the observation made over a t w time period.
As described in Sect. 3.2, it is critical to determine the value of t w . We have determined through experiments the suitable value of t w to be 1 s. As can be seen from Fig. 4 , at t w = 1 s, we obtain the maximum ACC and minimum FRR.
Preprocessing steps
Event detection in video streams
The video is processed to detect human motion (running, walking and standing). Video processing involves two major steps -background modeling and blob detection. The background is modeled using an adaptive Gaussian method [18] . The blob detection is performed by first segmenting the foreground from the background using simple 'matching' on the three RGB color channels, and then using the morphological operations (erode and dilation) to obtain connected components (i.e. blobs). The matching is defined as a pixel value being within 2.5 standard deviations of the distribution. A summary of the video features used for various classification tasks is provided in Table 3a . We assume that the blob of an area greater than a threshold corresponds to a human. The detected blob and its bounding rectangle is shown in Fig. 5 . Once we compute the bounding rectangle (x, y, w, h) for each blob, where (x, y) denotes the top-left coordinate, w is the width and h is the height; we map the point (x + w/2, h) (i.e. approximating with human's feet) in the image to a point (Ex, Ey) in 3-D world (i.e. on the corridor's floor), as shown in Fig. 6 . To achieve this mapping, we calibrate the cameras and obtain a transformation matrix that maps image points to the points on corridor's floor. This provides the exact ground location of human in the corridor at a particular time instant.
The system identifies the start and end of an event in video streams as follows. If a person moves towards the camera, the start of event is marked when the blob's area becomes greater than a threshold and the event ends when the blob intersects the image plane. However, if the person walks away from the camera, the start and end of the event is inverted. The event detection is performed at regular time intervals of t w = 1 s. Using the actual location of the person on the corridor's ground at the end of each time interval t w , we compute the average distance travelled by a person on the ground. Based on this average distance, a Bayes classifier is first trained and then used to classify an atomic event to be one of the classes -standing, walking and running.
Event detection in audio streams
Using the audio streams, the system detects events such footsteps, talking, shouting and door knocking. The audio (of 44.1 MHz frequency) is divided into the "audio frames" of 50 ms each. The frame size is chosen by experimentally observing that 50 ms is the minimum period during which an event such a footstep can be represented. We adopted a hierarchical (topdown) approach to model these events using a mixture of Gaussian (GMM). The top-down event modelling approach works better compared to the single-level multiclass modelling approach. We performed a separate study to find the suitability of features for detecting these audio events [3] . Table 3b summarizes the audio features used for foreground/background segmentation and for classification of events at different levels. The feature Log Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (LFCCs) with 10 coefficients and 20 filters worked well for foreground/background segmentation and for distinguishing between vocal/nonvocal and footsteps/knocking events. The LFCCs are computed by using logarithmic filter bank in frequency domain [13] . The Linear Predictor Coefficient (LPC) that have been widely used in speech processing community worked well for demarcating between talking and shouting events. The Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) classifier is employed to classify every audio frame (of 50 ms) into the audio events at different levels as shown in Fig. 7 . At the top level (0), each input audio frame is classified as the foreground or the background. The background is the environment noise which represents 'no event' and is ignored. The foreground that represents the events, are further categorized into two classes -vocal and nonvocal (level 1). At the next level (2), both vocal and nonvocal events are further classified into "talking/shouting" and the "footsteps/door knocking" events, respectively. Finally, at the last level (3), the footsteps sequences are classified as "walking" or "running" based on the frequency of their occurrence in a specified time interval.
Similar to the video, the system makes a probabilistic decision about the events based on audio streams after every t w = 1 s. Note that, in 1 s, we obtain 20 audio frames of 50 ms each. The audio event classification for the audio data of t w time period is performed as follows. First, the system learns via training the number of audio frames corresponding to an event in the audio data of t w time period. Then, a Bayesian classifier is employed to estimate the probability of occurrence of an audio event at a regular time interval t w .
Example of an event
In this section, we describe with an example how the proposed framework works in order to detect an event over a timeline. Let us consider a compound event E k "a person is walking, knocking the door and then continued walking in the corridor". This event consists of atomic events occurring in two different ways. First, it consists of two atomic events occurring together, i.e. "standing" and "door knocking" events. Second, it also consists of atomic events occurring one after another, i.e. "walking" event followed by "standing/door knocking" event and then followed by "walking" event. The audio data captured using microphones 1 and 2 is shown in Fig. 8 . Some of the video frames captured by cameras 1 and 2 corresponding to the event E k and the bounding rectangles of the detected blobs in them are shown in Fig. 9 . The system detects the walking event using both audio and video streams, while standing and knocking Fig. 9 Some of the video frames captured by a camera 1 and b camera 2 corresponding to the event E k events are detected based on video and audio streams, respectively. The probabilistic decisions about these atomic events are obtained based on respective streams at every t w = 1 s. The overall decision for compound events are obtained along the timeline by assimilating the probabilistic decisions for atomic events as shown in Fig. 10 . Note that in Fig. 10 , the legends denote as follows: • "standing", "walking", "running" and * "door knocking" events. Figure 10a -d shows the timeline-based probabilistic decisions based on individual streams. Figure 10e -h shows the combined decision about the event at a regular time interval with and without using streams' agreement/disagreement and confidence information.
It is interesting to note from Fig. 10 that using agreement coefficient though improves the ACC of computing the probability of occurrence of an event, it is also important to use the confidence information to avoid incorrect results. For instance, using the stream's confidence information helps in obtaining correct results at time instants 3 and 4 in Fig. 10g , h compared to the results at the same time instants in Fig. 10e-f , where confidence information is not used and an "walking" event is detected as "running". Note that the correct sequence of event is as follows: Time instants 1-9 "walking", 10-20 "standing/door knocking" and 21-27 "walking".
Overall performance analysis
Using individual streams
First, we performed event detection and classification using individual streams. The probability threshold Th value for determining the occurrence of an event was set to 0.70. The probability threshold Th is a threshold to convert a probabilistic decision into a binary decision (Refer to Sect. 3.3.3). By comparing with the ground truth, we found the results as shown in Table 4 . As can been from Table 4 , FRR in video streams is higher than that in audio streams. This is because the video cameras were placed in such a way that they could not cover the whole corridor, and hence could not detect events outside their coverage area. On the other hand, since the microphones could capture the ambient sound even beyond the corridor area, they were able to detect the events those did not occur in the corridor region. Therefore, the microphones are found to have the FAR higher than that of video streams. Using our whole set of events, we computed the accuracies (ACC) of event classification for all the four streams. We found the ACC of individual streams to be moderate. However, it was found that the ACC of event classification based on video streams was slightly better than that based on audio streams. We used these ACC values to assign the confidences in all the four streams. Note that the overall accuracies of video streams is based on three types of events -"standing", "walking" and "running", while the audio streams' overall accuracies are determined based on five types of events -"walking", "running", "talking", "shouting" and "door knocking". 
Assimilation of all streams
We performed assimilation of the probabilistic decisions obtained from individual streams in four different ways based on whether or not to use the agreement/disagreement information and the confidence information about them. The results are shown in Table 5 . Note that these results are obtained by setting probability threshold Th and minimum time period t w to 0.70 and 1 s, respectively. Overall observations from Table 5 are as follows:
• Using multiple streams together provides better overall ACC and the reduced False Rejection Rate (FRR) as can be seen in the option 1 in Table 5 . FAR is not evaluated in case of assimilating all the streams; since in the assimilation process, only the evidences of occurrence of the events are used, and therefore it does not affect FAR. • The results (Table 5) imply that using agreement/ disagreement information among the streams is advantageous in obtaining more accurate results, however, using confidence information with it can further improve the overall ACC of event detection and classification. Again, note that, the overall accuracies reported in Table 5 are for all the events listed in Table 2 .
Early versus late thresholding
We also observed the ACC of event classification by varying the probability threshold Th from 0.50 to 0.99. The results are shown in Fig. 11 . Figure 11 shows how ACC decreases as the probability threshold Th increases for individual streams and for all streams when assimilated with four different options based on whether or not agreement coefficient and confidence information is used. It can be clearly seen from Fig. 11 that assimilation of all streams provide better ACC even with a higher threshold, while individual streams fail in this respect. The ACC decreases slowly for the combined evidences compared to the individual evidences. This implies that using agreement/disagreement among and confidence information of the streams in the assimilation process not only improves the overall ACC, but also improves the ACC of computing the probability of occurrence of the events. It also shows that early thresholding of the probabilistic decisions obtained based on individual streams leads to lesser ACC; e.g. in Fig. 11 , at the probability threshold is 0.80, we obtain higher accuracies -68, 71, 61 and 74 in Fig. 11e -h, respectively, after the assimilation of all streams compared to the accuracies -33, 35, 36 and 33 in Fig. 11a-d , respectively, obtained using individual streams.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a novel framework for assimilation of information in order to detect events in the surveillance and monitoring systems that utilize multifarious sensors. The experimental results have shown that the use of agreement coefficient among and the confidence information of media streams helps in obtaining more accurate and credible decisions about the events. The results have also shown that the FRR for event detection can be significantly reduced using all the streams together. In future work, there are many other issues which need to explored such as -first, how to determine the minimum time period to confirm different events; second, it would be interesting to see how framework will work when the information from different sources would be made available at different time instances, what would be the ideal sampling rate of event detection and information assimilation; and finally, how the confidence information about a stream (newly added in the system) can be computed over time using its agreement/disagreement with the other streams whose confidence information are known, and how it would evolve over time with the changes in environment.
